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* Editorial / Introduction
I’m back to maintenance dose on my allergy  shots, but now I seem to be developing  allergies to some 

of my allergy medications.  This is annoying.  Luckily  there are lots of allergy  meds, and I haven’t 
exhausted my options.

November and December  were cold 
and wet with  quite a bit of rain  or  snow 
(see photo at right).  January  was much 
milder with  very little precipitation.  
February so far has been dry.  We had 
several  episodes of leaks from  the roof in 
the area of skylights.  Some of  the leaks 
have been  repaired, but one set await 
repair.  The roofers have done all  they  can 
in  that area, and the window supplier  was 
called for assistance; unfortunately  he had 
a stroke shortly  thereafter, which we 
didn’t learn until a couple of weeks later.

We recently set  up our own weather 
s t a t i o n a n d i n s t a l l e d a n e x t r a 
thermometer, since the one for the 
weather station is above the patio, where it 
can  get quite warm.  The second 
thermometer is  on  the north  side of the 
house that never gets any sun and is installed next to the unheated garage.  Up to now we’ve been  relying 
on the readings from our fire station, which  is only  about a mile away  and twenty  feet higher  in elevation.  
The other  difference is that the fire station is  in an  area of even elevation, where we’re near the top of a hill 
so more exposed.  The daytime temperatures are usually pretty close, but nighttime temperatures can  vary 
by  as  much  as ten Fahrenheit degrees!  We are usually warmer.  I’ve been  keeping a log  of the highs and 
lows with  notes about cloudiness and precipitation.  I won’t be able to do this when we’re not home, but 
it’ll be interesting to  see how things play out over time.

The persimmon  trees  didn’t arrive until  late January, so not much different from  last year.  In 
preparing the holes for the trees, though, I discovered that there was a lot of clay  in the soil  mixture; so I 
bought some organic soil  with  mulch  and amended the soil  there.  The new trees were properly  pruned, so 
I hope they do better than the other ones.  I’ve also discovered deep drip tree stakes  and plan  to get them 
at Ace.  That will ensure that water gets down to the roots.

We planted most of  my daffodil  and iris bulbs before the cold weather, but now they  are already 
coming  up.  I can only  hope we won’t get any really hard freezes for the remainder of winter.  On the other 
hand, I have more bulbs now that I can plant in spring.

November’s selection for the Oro Valley SF Book Club was Slan.  I took the opportunity  to read the 
sequel as well; the sequel explains a  lot of things I had questions about in the original book.  For the 
January selection (there’s no meeting in December), we read Stephen King’s Under the Dome.

Mercury  had a spot of problem  in December.  He developed a growth under  his left armpit.  I figured it 
was probably  benign  but didn’t want to take any  chances.  The vet removed it and had it biopsied.  It was 
benign.

My iPhone also had a problem.  At  the end of December, it started losing power.  One day I had to 
charge it up twice, even  though I hardly  used it at all.  Fortunately Apple Care was still  in  effect, and my 
phone was replaced.

In  January I joined a local church choir.  I had mentioned to a  neighbour that I enjoyed singing.  At 
that time her  church had no choir.  However, they  managed to get up a small  choir and invited me to join 
it.  There are only about a dozen of us, but the church is small.  We have fun.

Toward the end of January, we experienced one of those annoying parking  lot  accidents with  our Prius.  
It was entirely the other  driver’s fault, and he took full responsibility.  The car has been  repaired as I write 
this.

This issue I’m adding  a new “Book Reviews” section.  It will  feature reviews by various  contributors.  
Everyone is welcome to send in reviews of books old and new.

* * *
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* Local Outings
Tuscon 38:  Like last  year, we attended just for Saturday after checking the programme line-up 

online.  The difference this year was that we were able to stay on in the evening.
It took nearly  an  hour to drive there.  We registered quickly.  I had to visit the restroom, so I was a  little 

late to the panel  about asteroids and NASA's Dawn Mission.  Mike had saved a  seat for me.  The 
presentation was made by  Drs. David Williams (the FGoH), Larry  Lebofsky, and Eric Palmer.  The talk 
was accompanied by many slides.

We stayed in the same room for two more astronomy-related talks.  The first  of  those was about life 
support concepts based on  experience in  Antarctica  and was presented by  Raytheon field engineer  Lane 
Patterson.  The second was a  talk presented by Dr. David Williams about the various types of rovers used 
in  planetary  exploration.  Both  talks  made heavy 
use of slides and videos.

After that Mike and I went our  separate ways.  
I attended a reading by Emma Bull, after which I 
talked at some length  with  Emma and Will.  A 
while ago, Emma  wrote a book titled Territory, a 
fantasy  western  that takes place in  Tombstone, 
AZ.  She read from a sequel she’s working on.

Next I went to "An Hour with  Dr. David A. 
Williams".  He earned his  bachelors degree in 
astrophysics  at IU just like Mike though many 
years later.  He earned an  advanced degree in 
geology to become a planetary  geologist.    
Meanwhile, Mike attended a  talk about the 
significance of the Hi-Rise images of  Mars, 
presented by Drs. Ari Spinoza and Dan Berman, 
in  which  HiRISE images were shown and geology, 
meteorology, and mineralogy  were discussed.  He also stayed in  the same room  for  a  talk about private-
sector space companies and their missions presented by Dr. Faith Vilas.

I had a  free hour.  First I went down to the con  suite to sit down and eat a couple of snack bars, having 
no time for  a proper lunch.  Then I looked around the dealers room and art show.  In the former, I spoke 
briefly with Scott Dennis.

After that I rejoined Mike at two panels.  The first one was a  NASA  solar  system exploration update 
presented by David Williams.  Then Avery Davis presented a talk on space-based solar power.

Mike and I split up again  after  
that.  I went to the masquerade, 
which  started late but was short 
with  only about eight entrants.  I left 
shortly  after  the start of  the half 
time belly  dancing entertainment 
and met up with Mike at a birthday 
party for Marty  Massoglia and David 
Lee Summers, who works at Kitt 
Peak where we met him.  I had some 
fascinating conversations  with  the 
Massoglia clan and Peter  Aronson, 
whom  I had met many  years ago at a 
party in  the LArea, and his wife who 
turned out to be someone Los 
Angeles fan  Alan Frisbie once dated.  
Mike left the party before I did.

I met Mike again  at the Regency 
dancing, but we didn't  get to dance.  
This was partly because of an ankle 
problem he'd been experiencing.  So we 
decided to leave.  It had rained earlier all around the area, and we saw puddles.
	
 	
 #
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Faust:  The opera by Charles Gounod was the Arizona Opera Company’s second offering of the 
current season.  The story is  based on  a German  folk tale, best known  in Goethe’s retelling.  There are 
variations on the story, which  is basically  about a  scientist/philosopher named Faust.  He has lived a full 
life and is bored and contemplating suicide when Mephistopheles offers him a deal he can’t refuse.

This production was done in  modern dress.  Though  that gave me pause, it  seemed to go well  until  the 
last act.  This  production  was developed here, and we were told it would go on  the road.  It was presented 
in  three acts.  I thought things went well  until  that third act.  Why didn’t it work?  For  me it was because 
the scene changes seemed interminable and totally broke up the mood.  The lights  were turned on, though 
the audience was expected to stay seated.  The scene changes must have taken ten or fifteen minutes.

The singing and music were quite good.  Too bad the set  design ruined things.  Some audience 
members did not like the modern setting either.
	
 	
 #

Daddy Long Legs:  Music and lyrics were by Paul Gordon.  This musical was based on the novel by Jean  
Webster.

I read this book when I was growing up.  The copy  I have must have come out shortly after  its initial 
publication in 1912.  I still  have it, but I have to be very  careful  reading it.  It wouldn't take very  much 
stress to make it to fall  apart.  I’ve also seen  the movie with Fred Astaire and Leslie Caron.  According to 
Wikipedia there are several other films based on the book.

The musical  we saw done by the Arizona Theatre Company is a new work.  It premiered two years ago 
at the Rubicon Theatre Company in  Ventura, California.  The original book is made up of letters from 
Jerusha Abbot (played excellently by Megan  McGinnis, who originated the role), a girl  who grows up in  an 
orphanage.  Someone gives  her a scholarship to a college but wants to remain  anonymous.  Yet he wants 
her  to write him  monthly with  reports of  her progress.  Only  knowing her  benefactor as a  Mr. John Smith, 
she makes up a nickname for  him--Daddy Long Legs; she had seen a shadow of him as he'd left the 
orphanage, and the shadow made him look like he had very  long legs.  There are just two actors in  the 
play.  Robert Adelman  Hancock plays  Daddy Long legs.  Other minor characters are only  spoken of or are 
addressed but their replies  are not given.  In  the book, which I have to reread in  order to refresh  my 
memory, I believe the real  identity of Daddy  Long Legs is hidden until  the end.  In the play, since we see 
both actors, this is not possible.  So the audience know from the beginning  that Daddy  Long  Legs is really 
Jervis Pendleton, a  wealthy  young  man who believes in philanthropy.  Jerusha, though, is left in the dark 
until the end.

The set is simple, mostly suggestive, though Jervis's  desk and part of his library are there.  A  number  of 
trunk-like boxes are used to represent things such as hills and beds.

It's  a light romantic comedy, probably geared more towards  women  than  men, in  the same spirit as 
Mamma Mia, for those of you who have seen that.  I enjoyed it very much.
	
 	
 #

Mission Impossible:  Ghost  Protocol:  This is the second theatrical  movie we’ve seen since we 
moved to Oracle.  Mike is a  fan  of  this series, so we’ve seen  them all.  In  my opinion, this is the best  of the 
bunch.  Unlike the others where the action seems to centre entirely around Ethan Hunt, the Tom  Cruise 
character, the action  this time was spread around a bit more.  There were three other  characters  that were 
more developed beyond the cardboard cutout stage.  The adventure was a  rather complicated story that 
was interesting to follow.
	
 	
 #

The 39 Steps:  Most of  you  are probably familiar  with the Alfred Hitchcock’s movie based on the 
book by John Buchan.

This production  is based more on  the Alfred Hitchcock movie than on  the book.  For a  production truer 
to the book, watch the PBS version.

This stage play is a comedic take on  the story, with  the humour very  derivative of  Monty  Python.  The 
entire play  is done with  just  four  actors, one of  whom  plays the lead character of Richard Hannay.  The 
other three actors switch roles as needed with  many clever costume changes.  The play is also a tribute to 
Alfred Hitchcock, and there is one scene that pays homage to many of his other films, such as North by 
Northwest, the Birds, and Psycho.

The acting by  Robert O. Berdahl  (Hannay), Jim  Lichtscheidl, Luverne Seifert, and Sarah  Agnew is 
excellent throughout.
	
 	
 #
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Madama Butterfly:  This is probably Giacomo Puccini’s most  popular  play, mostly  because of the 
beautiful music.

Unfortunately  I felt that this  production  by the Arizona  Opera  Company was subpar.  It was good but 
not excellent.  The set  design  and costumes were very good, however.  The production was excellently 
directed.  I got a  new take on the story when I overheard one young opera  goer commenting to another 
after  the performance.  Basically  the story  is about a  real  heel.  B. F. Pinkerton is  a  selfish man  who gives 
no thought to anyone else.  He messes up a Japanese girl’s  life and then  leaves his  American  wife to clean 
up the mess.

B. F. Pinkerton is a naval  officer.  He decides to take a Japanese wife.  She is a mere girl  of  fifteen.  The 
American consul  is afraid no good will  come out of  it, but his warnings fall  on  deaf  ears.  Pinkerton 
regards Butterfly  as a  plaything, not as a  real wife.  After spending some time with  Butterfly, Pinkerton 
returns to the US.  He does not return  to Japan  for  three years and has  no intention  of seeing Butterfly 
again.  Shortly before his return, the consul  learns that Butterfly  has a  son.  She had no one but her 
servant.  This changes things, and Pinkerton  returns to the house but does not see Butterfly.  He leaves his 
American wife to retrieve his son.  After her son leaves, Butterfly commits suicide.

* * *

Amy’s Motley Media Musings
Reviews by Amy Harlib

Message from  Amy:  For the foreseeable future, “Amy's  Motley  Media  Musings” will  resurrect all  the 
reviews in my files in  alphabetical  order, for they  are not readily found anywhere else any more.  I hope 
these will  contain some interesting perspectives to amuse and enlighten  on various genre and popular 
culture offerings in the past several  years—opinions from  a curious, feminist, inquiring, and, I’d like to 
think, culturally  educated, mind.  I hope Feline  Mewsings  readers find what I have to say  worthwhile.  
Thank you very much for your attention.

Bubba Ho-Tep (American  Cinematheque / Vitagraph  Films, 2002).  Directed by  Don 
Coscarelli.  Written  by Don Coscarelli  based on a  story by Joe R. Lansdale.  
Cinematography  by Adam Janiero.  Music by  Brian  Tyler.  Running time:  92 minutes.  
Rated: R.    http://www.bubbahotep.com/main.html

Cult favourite genre director Don  Coscarelli (“The Phantasm” quartet, Beastmaster), inspired by Joe R. 
Lansdale’s award-winning  short story, directed and scripted this one-of-a-kind indie horror-comedy, far 
wittier and meatier than any  odd pairing Abbot and Costello made with Universal Pictures  monsters back 
in  the day.  It  also helps that the filmmaker  got possibly  the greatest of undeservedly  under rated, cult 
favourite B-picture actors  Bruce Campbell  to star in what turns out to be his finest performance ever.  
Bubba Ho-Tep, a  decidedly odd and wacky  project making the limited distribution rounds of  the art house 
circuit, deserves the wide audiences it probably  won’t get; for its  inspired quirkiness proved too 
befuddling to get the backing of the narrow-minded bean counters in the major studios.

The film opens  with  a news reel  style prologue about how three thousand some odd years ago, a relative of 
Pharaoh Amen  Ho-Tep was mummified, interred, and cursed and remained undiscovered until  the early 
1900s.  Then, archaeologists unearthed this  exciting find and toured it to museums all around the United 
States until  the prize exhibit was mysteriously  stolen  and then lost in a travel  accident somewhere in  the 
wilds of the Lone Star State.

Cut to present day Mud Creek, Texas, and the Shady Rest Nursing Home, where an  aged, greying, Elvis 
Presley, King of Rock ‘n Roll  (brilliantly  portrayed by  Bruce Campbell) resides while recovering from  a 
broken hip and a  prolonged comatose condition.  In  voice-over  narration and in  dialogue, Elvis reveals 
how disturbing dreams, memories of  his younger days, and regrets  constantly  torment him  along  with 
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guilt, remorse, and depression.  We come to learn 
about Elvis’s past in great emotional detail–from 
his motivations for exchanging identities with an 
Elvis impersonator named Sebastian  Haff  (also 
played by  Bruce Campbell) to the unfortunate 
stage tumble and subsequent injuries that forced 
him  to end up in Mud Creek obscurity.  Elvis’s 
sorrow over leaving his wife and daughter, his 
misery  and obsessive anxiety  about a  possibly 
cancerous growth on  his pecker and the gooey 
ointment treatments  for  same, his enduring  his 
life story  not being  believed by  nearly  everyone, 
and his suffering  the particularly grating, 
patronizing  attitudes  of his nurse (Ella  Joyce) and 
the rest home administrator (Reggie Bannister)–
all  make the protagonist totally  sympathetic and 
believable, especially because Campbell’s speech, 
body  language, and make-up synergistically create 
a perfect persona filled with humanity.

Equally  fine in  the role of  Elvis’s  best buddy and 
the only person  who believes he is “The King”, we 
find Ossie Davis wonderfully  playing Jack, an 
elderly Black gentleman convinced he’s JFK (!) 
with  his assassination  faked and his appearance 
altered because a  of  a vast conspiracy.  Davis 
brings such a deft mixture of affable conviction 
and gravitas to his character’s good-natured 
nuttiness that the performance rings true.  

Thus when  bizarre-looking, fierce, abnormally 
giant beetles infest the Shady Rest foreshadowing 
the swiftly following arrival of  a  scary, skulking 
entity  who causes a  rash  of fatalities  among  the geriatric residents, Jack becomes alarmed.  Soon Jack 
himself  gets attacked but fortunately survives thanks to judiciously  wielding his cane; he convinces Elvis 
to aid him.  How the senior pair sleuth  out the nature of their foe by  examining clues (from strange 
hieroglyphs scrawled on bathroom stalls to information in  dusty tomes) and by  wild speculations and how 
they discover a new zeal  and purpose in  living by heroically deciding  to save their  fellow inmates  from 
having  their souls  sucked out through  their “arseholes”  by  a mummy sporting  a cowboy hat and matching 
boots make for a hilarious, exciting, and differently daft film.

Don  Coscarelli’s deft  direction  and clever script, loaded with witty  lines and heartfelt subtext about the 
sadness and loneliness of  aged folks abandoned in nursing homes, makes Bubba Ho-Tep an unusual 
cross-genre treat with more depth than  usual.  The film  makes a  virtue of its low budget by focusing on 
enthralling  its audience through character  development, balancing humour and suspense and emotional 
veracity with just enough visual gimmickry to do the tale-telling job.  

Brian  Tyler’s excellent, eclectic, atmospheric score certainly  helps, complementing the superb 
performances  (including  supporting  player  Larry  Pennell  as the geriatric, masked, scene-stealing 
Kemosabe).  Coscarelli  makes good use of  flashbacks to detail  telling scenes from  Elvis’s life and to 
explain the mummy’s  origins, the latter  in some surprisingly historically accurate-looking, all-too-brief 
images.  Bubba Ho-Tep himself (Bob Ivy) makes for a suitably creepy menace, paradoxically  absurdly 
cheesy and chilling at the same time – attitude, make-up, and SPFX  that effectively  parody  and embody 
the horror genre simultaneously.

The film  Bubba Ho-Tep will  be ecstatic viewing for Bruce Campbell  fans, Coscarelli  admirers, genre buffs 
in  general, and any adventurous soul  willing  to try seeing a  refreshingly different feature that offers thrills, 
chills, genuinely poignant emotion, pop-culture delight in its  fond spoofing of the tropes of heartland 
Americana, and lots of laugh-out-loud moments.  Let’s hope that the production itself  will  find its 
audience.  Meanwhile Bubba Ho-Tep remains one of the most memorably weird, warped, and fun 

!
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experiences ever to stalk the byways of cinema.
-- Amy Harlib

* * *

Jonathan’s Science Corner
by Jonathan Vos Post

HYPERPUBLISHING:  THE EDGE OF SUPERPRODUCTIVITY
Part One (of two)

Copyright © 2005 by Emerald City Publishing

Introduction: Hypomania, Hyperpublishing, and the Web

The edge of creativity today  may be found on the Internet.  Unquestionably, the Internet has changed the 
distinction  between  amateur and professional.  It changes the balance of  power  in the arms race of the 
highly  motivated and the highly creative.  However, Freud, in his essay on Dostoyevsky, wrote that “before 
the problem of the creative artist, analysis must, alas, lay  down  its arms”.  Let us  go to the cutting edge of  
creativity and the World Wide Web and meet some people who seem  to have thrown themselves over  that 
edge to what I call  “hyperpublishing”.  Along  the way  we will  find genius, madness, and a baffling 
combination of both.

“Of  course, I live near the edge; the view is better.”  So says Laurence McKinney, a 60-year-old Harvard 
grad polymath who has started pharmaceutical  companies, played in  rock bands, designed guitars, 
consulted for  businesses, written  a book about the neuroscience of  spirituality, and launched a  web site 
for  his fellow “hypomanics”.  As described in  Benedict Carey’s article on the upside of frenzied emotional 
highs [“Hypomanic?  Absolutely.  But Oh  So Productive!”, New York Times, Science Times section, 22 
March  2005, p. D1,D4], these are “restless, eager people, consumed with  confident curiosity”.  Recent 
research suggests that there is a genetic similarity between hypomanics and bipolar disorder.  

MedicineNet.com  defines this as follows:  “Hypomania:  A  condition  similar to mania  but less  severe.  The 
symptoms are similar  with  elevated mood, increased activity, decreased need for sleep, grandiosity, racing 
thoughts, and the like.  However, hypomanic episodes differ in that they  do not cause significant distress 
or impair one's work, family, or social life in an obvious way while manic episodes do.” 

“Hypomanic people tend to be unusually  cheerful, have more than  ample energy, and need little sleep.  
Hypomania  is a  pleasurable state.  It may confer a heightened sense of creativity  and power.  However, 
hypomania  can  subtly  impair  a person's judgment.  Too much confidence can conceal  the consequences  of 
decisions. 

“Hypomania can be difficult to diagnose because it may  masquerade as mere happiness. It is important to 
diagnose hypomania  because, as an  expression of  bipolar disorder, it can cycle into depression  and carry 
an increased risk of suicide.” 

The World Wide Web offers a  new mechanism  for  hypomanics to triumph  in  what I call 
“hyperpublishing”.

Asimov, Pliny the Elder, and the Wikipedia

Hyperpublishing  is  an amplification, by technology, of  merely prolific professional authorship.  There 
have always been people who write a great deal  and have voluminous quantities published.  Dr. Isaac 
Asimov, for  example, published over five hundred books in  genres as varied as science fiction, mystery, 
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history, mathematics, Shakespeare, the Bible, and Lord Byron and was arguably  the most prolific science 
writer  of  all  time.  He also published literally  thousands of articles.  "A poor idea well  written,” he said, “is 
more likely to be accepted than a good idea poorly written.”  

He worked at a row of  three electric typewriters, so that if one jammed he could immediately  slide his 
chair a  couple of feet to one side and continue with  no more than  a  second’s interruption.  He wrote ninety 
words per  minute, ten hours per day, 363 days per year (his  wife forced him to take two days off, during 
which  he suffered withdrawal symptoms) and sold every word.  He was assuredly  a restless, eager  man 
consumed with  confident curiosity  and reached a maximum of publication capability–at least a maximum 
without technological amplification.  

I have assembled a  vast database someday to publish a  definitive scientific analysis  on  the “Psychohistory 
of the Asimov Number” as the proposed central  Social  Network for  Science Fiction  authors.  What  I don't 
have time for in  this article but can propose is  that social  network software be used to analyze that 
database of mine (an assemblage of text lists with citations and dates, not in a formal database structure). 

Although Asimov  invented the term  “robotics”, it is not true that he had robots doing  any of his writing  for 
him.  But in the world of the web, there are people who use “bots” to enhance their  productivity--for 
example the most prolific contributor to Wikipedia, the world’s most extensive online encyclopaedia, 
Derek Ramsey.

“The Book Stops Here”, Daniel H. Pink, Wired, XXX 2005.
http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/13.03/wiki_pr.html

“Jimmy  Wales  wanted to build a free encyclopaedia on the Internet.  So he raised an army of amateurs 
and created the self-organizing, self-repairing, hyperaddictive library of the future called Wikipedia… 
Wikipedia offers 500,000 articles in  English - compared with  Britannica's 80,000 and Encarta's 4,500 - 
fashioned by more than  16,000 contributors.  Tack on the editions in  75 other  languages, including 
Esperanto and Kurdish, and the total Wikipedia article count tops 1.3 million.”  Wikipedia  is close to the 
centre of our analysis of hyperpublishing, as, in  this case, the medium  is the message.  Open source 
writing, with  a  hierarchy  of authors  and editors, is a mechanism  for  hyperpublishing that would have been 
completely impossible before the widespread use of  the Internet.  “Instead of one really  smart guy, 
Wikipedia draws on  thousands of fairly  smart guys  and gals - because in  the metamathematics of 
encyclopaedias, 500 [Einar] Kvarans equals one Pliny the Elder.”

Several authors  have taken  advantage of Wikipedia’s capabilities to become, as authors, deeply enmeshed 
in  hyperpublishing.  “Number  one on the list of contributors  is Derek Ramsey, who has automated his 
addiction.  A  software engineer in Pennsylvania, Ramsey wrote a Java program  called rambot that 
automatically updates Wikipedia  articles on cities and counties.  So far, the man and machine 
combination has contributed more than 100,000 edits.”

Million Monkeys, Blogs, and Intelligence

The Blog of the Year, winner  of the Bloggie, is  BoingBoing.net, which also won the Bloggie for Best Multi-
author Blog.  The leading contributor is award-winning  science fiction author Cory Doctorow, who is 
personally  responsible for  over 10,000 posts to BoingBoing, typically  a paragraph or two in  length, but 
always cleverly written, with  useful hot links, and attuned to the world of the web, where hyperpublishing 
springs up like weeds.  Is prolific blogging a matter of drive, talent, or intelligence?  It depends.

“The consensus seems to be,” says Flaherty, “that drive is surprisingly  more important than talent  in 
producing creative work.  Researchers find that above an  IQ of 115, there is essentially no correlation 
between creativity and intelligence.” 

As Thomas A. Edison put it:  “Genius is 1 percent inspiration and 99 percent perspiration”. 

In  this article we shall  see a  parade of people with  enormous output that overlaps  the pantheon of those 
with enormous talent.  But how are these connected?
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“The argument that creativity  is 
proportional  to total  output, is 99 
p e r c e n t p e r s p i r a t i o n , ” s a y s 
Flaherty, “does not completely let 
us escape that problem of the 
remaining 1 percent, the sliver that 
separates the workaholic genius 
from the merely workaholic.  
Generating reams of text without 
some talent is not enough.  As Eyler 
Coates put it, ‘We've all  heard that 
a million  monkeys banging  on a 
million  typewriters will  eventually 
produce a masterpiece.  Now, 
thanks  to the Internet, we know 
this is not true.’”

That’s too cynical a view.  The 
Internet is now closer  to a  million people; and search engines do not suffice to winnow the wheat from  the 
chaff, the masterpiece from  the masturbation.  To better understand, we need to consider those amazing 
people who were both highly productive and productive at a consistently high level of quality.

Like Isaac Asimov, I did Ph.D. research  in  the biochemistry  of enzyme kinetics and am  also a professional 
science fiction  author.  I have been deeply involved in  what I call  hyperpublishing.  That is, optimizing 
one's professional life to publish an  average of  once a day, as  I achieved throughout the year  2004.  I mean 
genuine publishing:  edited, refereed, able-to-be-cited, non-self-publishing, whether  on paper  or on web 
domains more formal  than  blogs.  Asimov showed that it could be done with mere typewriters.  Word 
processors increased efficiency  in  pages per day for many people by  a  factor of  ten.  The web offers 
increases  of a hundred to a thousand in its  current manifestations.  We shall  see ten thousand and a 
hundred thousand in various  open-source fora by  dissolving the traditional  assumptions of what 
constitutes an "author".  And then  onwards to The Singularity.  Charlie Stross, Neal Stephenson, Bill 
Gibson, Rudy Rucker, Greg Bear, Vernor Vinge, Bruce Sterling, Cory Doctorow, Ken MacLeod, and others 
we know constitute a collective Gibbons or a Herodotus of this pre-Singularity era.  

As Cory Doctorow said in  a  Locus  interview:  “The world changes completely  every  five or six  years, but 
most  people don't notice.  A  lot of  things that look like fringe activity, in  hindsight will  look like 
mainstream or the precursor  to mainstream  activity.  While we weren't looking, e-books have become the 
dominant form  of text on  the planet.  What we haven't done is create a  class of writers who identify  what 
they're doing when they produce the text as book writing.”

How do we create a class of  well-paid, professional  Web writers?  Even  if we can't, there may be a way to 
create hobby income and continue this really  amazing  Cambrian  explosion of new documents, 
information, articles, and stories that are published on the Web.  When  I started working with Ted Nelson 
in  1973/74 and I co-implemented the first working demo of  hypertext and hypermedia  for personal 
computers  at the world's  first personal computer con  (Philadelphia, 1976), I became the first person in the 
world to publicly identify myself as primarily a writer of hypertext. 

I gave the world's  first lecture on hypertext and literature. I published, in Datamation, the first two self-
identified hypertext poems.  I have over  forty megabytes of  original text on  the web domain  that I share 
with  my  wife and son--http://magicdragon.com--and have at least indexed many of my 1,200 
publications, presentations, and broadcasts on various pages of that domain  until  such  time as the entire 
corpus can be online. 

In  2004 I had an  average of one edited independently  published publication  per  day  for the entire year, 
mostly  in  prestigious on-line venues such as AT&T Research's Online Encyclopedia  of Integer Sequences, 
as well as various  papers presented at international science conferences, such  as  the 5th  International 
Conference on  Complex Systems.  That average of one publication a  day  continued through the first 
quarter  of  2005.  At the request of  John  Shirley, I am  preparing this manifesto of "hyperpublishing" about 
essentially the same subject as Cory Doctorow addressed and in  the context of  the hypomanic personality, 
namely the Web as the dominant venue for writing and the need for writers  to change their interface with 
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the world so that this is rationally monetized.  Until then  we provide the bulk of our work as freeware, 
open source text, and the like. 

Related to this  debate is the one regarding  intellectual  property of scholars, scientists, and 
mathematicians.  Here, instead of "Literature" in the sense of Shakespeare, Yolen, et al., we have 
"Literatures" in  the sense of  "The Literature of X-ray  Crystallography" or  "The Literature of Integer 
Sequences".  In this bizarro world, authors  traditionally paid for the privilege of publication in  prestigious 
legitimate journals.  To novelists, poets, or  short story  authors, this would seem  to be vanity  press.  Yet 
this was the tradition, through the mechanism of "page charges", which  the journals presumed that the 
costs were passed on by the authors to their corporations, universities, or granting agencies. 

Copyrights were usually held by the journals or the publishers of the proceedings of conferences.  The 
Internet has profoundly and rapidly  changed the nature of publication  for  scholars, scientists, and 
mathematicians  in more ways than is appropriate to describe in this blog.  Pre-web, I would still  have had 
a couple of  dozen publications in  2004 (i.e. my papers presented at international  conferences).  Post-web, 
I had an  average of one scholarly publication  per day throughout 2004.  For instance, over  220 able-to-
be-cited edited publications on  AT&T Research's Online Encyclopedia  of  Integer Sequences [OEIS], or the 
5th paragraph of New Scientist Feedback, 18 Dec 2004. 

Open Source Math and the Web as Collaboration-ware

Scholars, scientists, and mathematicians have been  forced to accept that this system  is, for  them, 
demonetized.  One does not get paid for  publication.  One "gives it away" as a loss leader in  hopes of 
employment, promotion, tenure, and grants.  Ultimately  all  we own is our  intellectual  property  (in  a 
degraded way) and our  reputation.  Hence reputation  is almost everything in  academe.  I analogize OEIS 
as Open  Source Math.  Contributors have, through  an  elite editorial  board, their new math published in 
little 1-page modules, which explicitly hot-link to other web pages, internally cite others of  the 100,000+ 
OEIS pages, and cite to the literatures of  mathematics in  books and journals.  Comments  by contributors 
are often edited onto the original contributors' pages. 

The On-Line Encyclopedia  of  Integer Sequences can be seen  as an example of "open source" mathematics, 
as current venue for  hyperpublishing by  many authors in  a community.  I had over 222 of these pages 
published in  2004 alone (of  my more than 360 publications in  conferences and online last year).  I did 
several  in 2005 as  of this writing, with  more hyperpublishing  of essays, poems, fiction, and scientific 
articles to follow.

Coauthor-ships develop, often by  people who never meet face to face.  Hence the issues debated in  a 
thousand blogs  on  the nature of  copyright, IP, copyleft, open  source, vanity press, and the perception of 
these by  the public at large, robber barons  such as Bill  Gates, the press, judges, and legislators is tied--as 
in  the Constitution itself--to the more general  issue of advancing  the arts and sciences themselves and to 
the benefits of the nation and the content creators. 

I have astonishing  amounts of  new mathematics done but  am currently targeted at academic publication 
and online hyperpublishing.  Note that the Online Encyclopedia  of Integer  Sequences is a  searchable 
database of over  100,000 pages each with an  author (or small  set of authors) and explicit references to 
other OEIS pages by number, other  online sources, conventional literature, and author-cited "comments" 
and "formulas" and "Mathematica or Maple etc. Code" on most pages.  This is  a great open database for 
social  network theory analysis.  It is  searchable by  names.  I know who my "coauthors" are in  this sense, 
and theirs.  We shall return again and again to the social network aspect of hyperpublishing.

Several times I have put a  poem  or story on  my website, and been contacted by phone, email, and/or  fax 
by  a hardcopy  publisher  who contracts  to buy it for  reprint  in  an  anthology.  Still  the transition  to public 
recognition  of the primacy of hyperpublishing leaves  many of us in  the equivalent of the position  of Harry 
Harrison, who was told some years ago by  a  Russian that over 1,000,000 copies of bootlegged Harry 
Harrison books were in Greater  Moscow alone.  As I recall  (private conversation with  Harry) he was then 
told "until we rationalize our economy, of course, you can't be paid.  But think of the free publicity!"
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Which Came First:  the Drive to Write, or the Drive to be Paid?

“Nobody  but a  blockhead ever  wrote except for money,”  said Dr. Samuel  Johnson.  But before a  writer 
writes, the writer  is first a  human being.  And human beings are, as Darwin emphasized, a kind of animal.  
What does biology teach us?

“The urge to write is a secondary  drive that grows out of a more fundamental  drive, the drive to 
communicate,”  says Flaherty.  “But how fundamental  is the drive to communicate?  The behaviorists 
argued that it, too, is secondary, that we are conditioned to use language because it gets us things  we 
want:  food, sex, permission to use the bathroom  when we are in elementary school.  More recent 
researchers  propose that communicating is something hardwired into us, that we have, in Steven  Pinker's 

term, a  ‘language instinct’.  This position 
does not deny that language is useful  for 
getting things; indeed, it argues that 
language has been hardwired just  because 
it is so useful.”

As one scholar  (Allot) comments Pinker’s 
theory  “was received as one of the most 
complete and carefully  argued accounts of 
the evolution of language.  In  speaking 
about language as an ‘instinct’ he 
recognised that the term is no longer 
thought appropriate in modern biology but 
said that he was following in  the footsteps 
of Charles  Darwin  who had described 
language as  half-art and half-instinct; 
Darwin's account of the gradual evolution 
of instincts  generally by natural  selection 
could be applied also to the human 
acquisition  of the capacity for language.  

Darwin  was writing at a time when  the modern  science of language did not exist; he claimed no particular 
expertise in the discussion  of language generally  or of particular languages.  By  contrast Pinker accepts 
Chomsky's current theoretical  account of language and particularly Chomsky's  concept of Universal 
Grammar.”

“The way  emotion  drives language becomes clearer when  we look at  the evolutionary origins of  speech,” 
writes Flaherty.  “Until  recently nearly  everything that was said about language origins proceeded from a 
certain  smugness  about our  role as the only  species with true language, with grammar.  It is true that 
nonhuman  primate communication contains only  a limited number of signals (sounds or gestures with 
innate meaning, such as laughing or  screaming) and even  fewer symbols (items whose meaning must be 
learned, as in the snake- and eagle-alarm  calls of  vervet  monkeys).  And there is little interchange in 
primate communication--primates make pronouncements  rather  than conversation.  Finally, and 
crucially  for followers of  Noam Chomsky, primates have no grammar.  But there is  still important 
information to be gained from studying nonhuman  primates.”   I add that science fiction, so popular on 
the Web, has never pretended that language and civilization are the sole province of  humanity.  Science 
fiction has an  entire sub-genre, the “First Contact”  story, using  a term from  anthropology, to deal with the 
linguistic problems that arise when human  and alien first meet.  [see Fawcett for a hot link to a  lengthy 
on-line analysis by Jonathan Vos Post]

Pinker takes the same science fictional language in  writing that Chomsky's claim is  that, from a Martian's-
eye-view, all  humans speak a single language.  This is based on the relatively recent discovery  that the 
same neurological symbol- manipulating machinery underlies all the five thousand languages of the globe.

As Allot clarifies:  “Pinker  suggests, following Bickerton, that the languages  of children, pidgin  speakers, 
immigrants, tourists, aphasics, telegrams, and headlines show that there is a vast continuum of  viable 
language systems varying in  efficiency and expressive power, exactly  what the theory of  natural  selection 
requires.  However ‘Bickerton  makes the jaw-dropping additional  suggestion that a single mutation  in  a 
single woman, African Eve, simultaneously  wired in syntax, resized and reshaped the skull, and reworked 
the vocal tract’.”  And thus “syntax is a Darwinian ‘organ of extreme perfection and complication’”. 
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The World Wide Web is  now the unifying  infrastructure that connects children, headlines, and a million 
monkeys typing.  It is also, by standing outside the limits of human  language as such, and implemented in 
the binary  language of the computer, the paradoxical  key  to freeing the most human  language of  all--
literature.

Anger, Flame Wars, and the Motor Function of Giving the Finger

Ojemann and Mateer  identify  common cortical sites that sequence motor  activity, on  the one hand, and 
speech.  As Allot writes:  “language arises at least in  part in brain  areas that originally  had a 
predominantly  motor  function; the development of language seems to have incorporated brain 
mechanisms originally developed for motor learning”. 

Flaherty surveys the same landscape:  “Linguists tend to focus on  semantics and syntax, on  sentences as 
vehicles that  transmit solely a  logical  proposition.  In practice, however, we often  interpret sentences 
more ‘primitively’, looking for  the emotional  or limbic aspects of speech, even before we bother with  the 
semantic aspects.  When a colleague bursts into your office with  a rant about some departmental  policy, 
you are likely to store the entire 15-minute tirade as a  judgment about emotion–‘Anne is angry’–and 
dispense with the cognitive aspects of her argument”. 

The ease, anonymity, and speed of communication through the Internet has amplified the human 
tendency to express emotion.  It is hard to judge the emotion  of  someone from  an  e-mail.  Without being 
able to see the person’s smile or frown, without the nuance of  tone of  voice, it is easy to confuse irony with 
attack, humour with  pigheadedness.  This leads both  to the “emoticon” or “smiley” and to the “flame 
wars” of endless heated all-caps shouting in chatrooms.

“Traditional  linguists may  argue that the emotional aspect of language,”  concludes Flaherty, “transmitted 
as much by tone as by  words, does not separate it  from primitive nonlinguistic gestures such  as giving 
someone the finger, and thus is not a fit subject for linguists.  It is nonetheless an  essential  subject for 
understanding what drives us to speak and write”.

As to giving someone a finger, isn’t that what the very name “digital computer” evokes?

Math Versus Literature

Am  I being  perverse in linking creativity  in mathematics and literature, and hyperpublishing in each?  It 
depends on your philosophy  of creativity and intelligence.  One expert comments [Flaherty, 2003]:  
“Psychopharmacologists  have a tendency to dismiss creativity as a reason patients make up to excuse not 
taking  their  pills.  Some social  scientists believe that enterprises  as diverse as scientific discovery, 
literature, dancing, and successful  business  decisions should not all  be lumped under the single concept of 
creativity.  Howard Gardner, for instance, has argued that different intelligences are needed for  different 
domains such as language and mathematics, and that creativity in  one domain does not necessarily 
extend into another.”  I can refute that in one name:  Omar Khayyam.

Computers were conceived to solve problems in  arithmetic and gradually extended to more advanced 
mathematics.  Along  the way  they turned out to be the essential tool for  contemporary  writers, with  word 
processing as well  as spreadsheets being the killer  apps that sold a  billion motherboards.  Once there was 
a critical  mass of PCs in the developed world, the Internet began its most explosive growth.  As William 
Gibson comments, in what one might call The First Axiom  of Cyberpunk:  “The street finds its own use for 
technology.”

What kind of  people in  the cyberstreet find the most interesting uses for the Internet?  I take them  to 
include the most creative and thus the most likely to gain  power through the infrastructure of 
hyperpublishing.

Flaherty seems to agree.  “Researchers on  creativity  have begun to combine information  from a number  of 
different disciplines, and argue persuasively  that it is such an important phenomenon  that we cannot 
afford not to study  it.  Most researchers agree that a useful  definition of creative work is  that it includes a 
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combination of novelty and value.  Creativity requires novelty because tried-and-true solutions  are not 
creative, even  if they  are ingenious and useful.  And creative works must be valuable (useful  or 
illuminating to at least some members of  the population) because a  work that  is  merely odd is not 
creative.  This  two-factor  definition of creativity  also provides an  explanation of  why the creative can lie 
close to the crazy (unusual but valueless behaviour).”

The Web brings  novelty, by comparison with the quill  pen and the manual typewriter.  The Internet may 
have been  introduced to be “ingenious  and useful”  as well as to make telecommunications more reliable if 
World War III broke out.  The latter, under  the guise of  giving scientists at federal  research facilities a way 
to share data, brought the Internet into being.  The Internet is often  disparaged by  neoluddites, who point 
towards “crazy, unusual, but valueless behaviour” by  obsessive geeks in  chat rooms, sexual  predators, 
online gambling addicts, and what the mass-media  call  “hackers” (and whom the genuinely valuable and 
creative hackers correctly call “crackers”).

We need to dismiss value judgments, and use neurological  analysis to see the linkage between creativity, 
compulsive writing, and hyperpublishing.

Hypergraphia:  the Midnight Disease

Many the midnight I’ve been  hunched over  a hot keyboard, typing  madly.  Is that really  a form  of 
madness?  Well, it can be.  But it’s a madness that some famous literary figures appear to have possessed.

MedicineNet.com  defines:  “Hypergraphia:  The driving compulsion  to write; the overwhelming  urge to 
write.  Hypergraphia  may  compel  someone to keep a  voluminous journal, to jot off frequent letters to the 
editor, to write on  toilet paper if  nothing else is  available, and perhaps even  to compile a dictionary.  
Hypergraphia is the opposite of writer's block.” 

“Temporal  lobe epilepsy  is  associated with 
hypergraphia.  This association has been  known  at 
least as  early  as 1974 [Waxman].  A  number of 
prolific writer may have had temporal  lobe epilepsy, 
including  Byron, Dante, Dostoevsky, Molière, 
Petrarch, Poe, and Tennyson.  Hypergraphia has 
also been called the midnight disease.”  The late 
Norman Geschwind, a Harvard expert on 
hypergraphia, from whom I had the pleasure of 
hearing  lectures, referred to such talents as “a 
valuable result from a brain defect”.

A  recent book on  the subject [Flaherty, 2004] gives 
an enlightening  combination  of scholarly  and 
subjective viewpoints.

“Alice Flaherty  couldn't stop writing.  Following the 
deaths of her premature twin boys, the Harvard 
Medical School  neurologist fell into a hole of grief.  
But after  about ten  days, she awoke one morning 
with  an  overwhelming desire to put  everything  on 
her mind on paper.”  [Cromie]
 
“I was flooded with  ideas that I had to write about 
immediately," [Alice Flaherty] recalls.  "I couldn't do anything else for four months.” 

“A  year later, the whole sequence repeated itself.  Flaherty  gave birth  prematurely  to twin girls.  
Fortunately, they  survived.  And again, ten days after their birth, she was hit with  an  irresistible urge to 
write about all  the things piling  up in  her brain.  She took medications to slow down, but nothing could 
stem the urge to pen.”
 
“I still  write much  more than I did before my  pregnancies," Flaherty  says.  She has published two books, a 
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third is in  press, and she has begun a  fourth.  The second book, titled The  Midnight Disease  (Houghton 
Mifflin, 2004), tries to make sense of it all.  Depending on how you look at it, the "disease" could be either 
writing or writer's block.  In one case you can't stop, in the other you can't start. 

As the author said in  an article [Flaherty, 2003]:  “Writing is one of  the supreme human  achievements.  
No, why  should I be reasonable?  Writing is the supreme achievement.  It is  by turns exhilarating  and 
arduous, and trying to write obsesses and distresses  students, professional  writers, and diarists  alike.  
Writers explain  why they write (and have trouble writing) one way, freshman-composition teachers 
another; literary  critics and psychiatrists and neurologists have increasingly  foreign explanations.  These 
modes of thinking about the emotions that surround writing do not easily translate into one another.  But 
one fact  is always  true:  The mind that writes is also the brain  that writes.  And the existence of  brain 
states that affect our  creativity  raises questions that make us uneasy.  What is the relation between  mind 
and body?  What are the sources of imagination?”

To answer  these deep questions, experts have been driven to consider  the ancient Greek mythology of “the 
Muse” and the modern neurosciences.

“The notion  of  muse as a ‘divine voice’ or an  inspiration from  some ethereal  source intrigues Flaherty.  
But for  her, writing, and not being able to write when  you want  to, come from interactions between and 
changes in  specific areas of  the brain.  The muse, in  other  words, is merely a matter of  making the right 
brain connections.”  [Cromie].
 
“The limbic system, a  ring-shaped cluster  of  cells  deep in the brain, provides  the emotion  push.  Many 
nerve fibres connect it to the temporal  lobes, areas behind the ears that understand words and give rise to 
ideas.  Finally, the frontal  lobe, behind your  forehead, serves as a  critical organizer and editor, penciling 
out bad phrases and ideas.”

Flaherty also identifies the limbic system, as “the second region  critical  for creative writing  …  the seat of 
emotion  and drive.  It gets its name from  the fact that it  forms a  limbus or ring  deep under  the cortex.  It 
drives  many functions we wish  we had conscious control  over, but don't:  for instance, hunger  and sexual 
desire, and the experience of inspiration.  The limbic system connects more strongly  to the temporal  lobes 
than to any other  region of the cortex.  This strong connection underlies the importance of emotion and 
drive to creativity--factors that are anatomically  as well  as conceptually distinct from  the cognitive 
contributions of the rest of  the cerebral  cortex.  The limbic system also reflects the importance of mood 
swings in driving creativity.”

Testing for Creativity

“It's  likely that writing and other creative work involve a  push-pull  interaction between the frontal  and 
temporal lobes,” Flaherty speculates.  If the temporal  lobe activity  holds sway, an  aspiring scribe may turn 
out 600 logorrheic pages.  If the temporal  lobes are restrained by frontal  lobe changes, the result might be 
pinched and timid. 

“Most academics  regard the study of creativity as what Flaherty  calls ‘intellectually unhygienic.’  So, she is 
doing it  herself.  She and Shelley Carson, a psychologist at Harvard, have tried using light to break writing 
blocks and prod creativity.  As autumn  wears  on, many people experience a  dip in  productivity  and 
originality, not dissimilar to the gloomy  seasonal  affective disorder  (SAD) that depresses some people 
when the days get darker  and colder.  SAD can be relieved by  sitting in  front of light boxes that provide an 
indoor equivalent of  a sunny day.  Flaherty and Carson  have begun trying  to up the creativity of college 
students with the same treatment.” 

“In  planning  are more cerebral  tests that would rely on brain scans to show actual differences in  brain 
activity when  the muse is rampant and when  it hits a wall.  If  Flaherty's  theory is correct, brain cells  in the 
temporal and frontal lobes should crackle with different patterns of activity.”
 
“Another technique that may influence as well  as map the paths of creative activity  involves  passing a 
magnetic wand over  the heads of people.  Called transcranial  magnetic stimulation (TMS), it has 
increased creativity when applied to the frontal  lobes in preliminary studies at  the University  of Adelaide 
in  Australia.”   "Such  testing should give us information, never available before, about what goes on  in the 
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brain during creativity, and what doesn't go on when it's blocked", Flaherty notes. 

Hieroglyphs, Hypergraphia, Hyperpublishing, and Writers Block

“But how to explain--and help--people who know how to write, seem to want desperately to write, and yet 
do not?”  asks Flaherty.  “This question  is, of course, a special  case of what to do with  creative block in all 
fields.  The scourge of  block, and its handmaid procrastination, have been  documented since the ancient 
Egyptians, who had two separate hieroglyphs for  the latter.  Does writer's block have a neurological  basis 
that is the opposite of hypergraphia?  Yes--in certain respects.”

“Block is highly associated with  depression, just as hypergraphia is with  mania.  And block shares with 
depression some features  of  frontal-lobe alteration, including lack of initiative and excessive self-criticism.  
There is evidence for a push-pull interaction  between temporal  and frontal  lobes in creativity,”  says 
Flaherty, “an axis that turns sideways the 1970s theory of right brain-left brain interactions”.

“While a link between  block and depression  seems to fly in the face of  the conventional  wisdom that 
professional writers often suffer from depression, the fact is  that talented writers  are actually more likely 
to be blocked than  poor writers.  (This is  true outside of literature as well.  The tremendous outpouring  of 
Leonardo da  Vinci's ideas, for instance, was matched only by his long list of  giant unfinished projects.)  
Most writers  with  depression do their writing not while depressed, but  while on  the edge of  a mood 
change, or  in  a rebound euphoria.  Indeed, many writers who carry  the diagnosis  of  depression actually 
have mild bipolar  disorder.  This in  part explains why  writers can have odd combinations of block and 
hypergraphia simultaneously.”

“For instance, the modern  equivalent of Eliot's Mr. Casaubon, blocked on  his grand Key to All 
Mythologies, may instead turn  out megabytes of  e-mail  messages and blogs a  day.”   That is precisely why  I 
keep returning our gaze on hyperpublishing, in  its  positive sense, even though we know that there may be 
talented writers frittering away  their time on internet-enabled logorrhoea.  We must consider the 
neurological underpinnings of both forms of extreme output.

Help for the Brain

“The unstoppable drive to write (or produce in other media), called hypergraphia, can be triggered by 
temporal lobe epilepsy, mania, and other mood disorders.  Dostoevsky  and 
van Gogh  are examples.  But not all  hypergraphics are talented.  Some of 
them may have nothing  inside worth  coming  out.  And unless the sides and 
front of the brain boast a good relationship, frenzied writing or  painting 
can  be of  trash-bin  qual i ty , or  can be se l f -edited out of 
existence.”  [Cromie]. 

“How about helping the brain along with  some sort of electric stimulation, 
finding  the best  brain patterns to excite the muse and feeding  them into the 
brain  from  outside?  It's been done, although  accidentally.  Flaherty 
describes one of her patients, a well-educated 37-year-old woman who had 
wires surgically  implanted in her frontal  lobes to control  the tics  of 
Tourette's syndrome.  At certain current settings, the woman  reported 
increased creativity and productivity  in  both her  professional  and personal 

activities.  Her boss asked her what they had put in her head, and how he could get one.” 

“What about the possibility  of using such gizmos to make normal  people more creative?  Flaherty calls the 
idea  ‘wildly speculative….  My  patient was already creative," Flaherty points out.  "The (wire) stimulators 
did not cause it; they  merely seemed to facilitate it.  And undergoing the required surgery  is risky."  
However, she did not rule out the possibility of less invasive ways to enliven  the muse, or  remove blocks in 
its path, sometime in the future.”

“For a few creative people, drugs have opened the door  to inspired hypergraphia.  Robert Louis Stevenson 
reportedly  penned ‘The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll  and Mr. Hyde,’ a 6,000-word book in  six  days, with the 
help of  cocaine.  Pain, suffering, and frustration  also stimulate floods of words and images.  ‘People may 
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pour out their feelings as a cry  for help,’ Flaherty notes.  ‘Many of my patients start  writing  as  a  response 
to their illnesses.’” 

Hallucinations of the Web-Drug

I contend that the World Wide Web, and e-mail  through the Internet, and various forms of collaboration 
ware, can be a drug.  That the Internet is addictive has often  been  headlined by  conventional  media--that 
the Internet can  be as provocative to the creative artists  as opium  was  to Coleridge, or mescaline to 
Huxley.  Why?  In part because of the similarities between  three kinds of network:  the electronic network 
of the Internet, the social network of publishing and readership, and the neural network in each brain.  

What matters to the network is  not the individual  byte but the way  that packets of bytes can rush  from  one 
person to another, or to many, at the speed of light.  What matters is  not the individual  word but the way  a 
network of  words, linked by connotation, denotation, flashback, foreshadowing, and plot, can grow into a 
novel.  What matters is  not the individual  book but the network called “literature”.  As  Ted Nelson, father 
of hypertext has put it:  “Literature is debugged.”

“The definition of creative work as  novel  and valuable also captures the societal  aspect of what gets called 
creative work,”  agrees  Flaherty.  “Creativity is not the property of  a  work in isolation:  Novelty  and value 
have to be defined in  relation  to a  social  context.  When I use a lever and fulcrum to move a rock in my 
garden, I don't get the creativity points that I would have if I were Cro-Magnon.  Sometimes  the social 
context is not clear, however.  Who should judge whether a  work such  as Finnegans Wake  is  creative?  
The general  public is generally neither  skilled nor interested enough, whereas  specialists  in  a  field are 
sometimes so invested in the status quo that  they resist innovation.  The role of social  context in 
determining value also underlies the process  whereby  the geniuses of one generation  are hacks the next, 
while people dismissed as mad are rehabilitated as geniuses.”

The twenty-second century  will  have a  canon  of twentieth and twenty-first century geniuses; and that 
canon will, I believe, include some of the masters of hyperpublishing of whom I speak.

The same features that allow for extreme productivity shed light on obstacles to production.

“What about people who believe they  have something to say but can't get it  out?  Traditional  remedies like 
alcohol, or  sticking  to the task  even when  nothing  is flowing are not going to break the block.  ‘Repeatedly 
failing at the same attempt is probably  a  frontal  lobe malfunction that makes it hard for  someone to give 
up a faulty  strategy,’ Flaherty says.  ‘This  condition  is best treated by  taking  a break.’  John  Keats, the 
English poet, treated his writer's block by stopping and getting dressed in his best clothes.”  [Cromie] 

“Hypergraphia  stems from an  internal drive, from  a love of  the work, not from external  influences like 
money, fame, or spirituality,” Flaherty insists.  “That's true of bad as well as good writing.” 

“I feel joy  when I'm  writing  well,”  she continues, smiling.  “I have my bad days, and I'm  terrified of writer's 
block.  But in the end, the joy of finding even one good verb makes it all worthwhile.” 

[continued next issue]
--  Jonathan Vos Post

* * *
	
 	


* Book Reviews

The Greater Journey:  American in Paris.  David McCullough, 559 pp., illus., Simon  & 
Schuster, 2011, hardcover, $37.50.

Some authors have the ability to illumine history.  David McCullough is one of those fortunate to possess 
that ability.
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In  this  work he manages to interweave an almost forgotten part of American (and French) history, that of 
Americans in  Paris--not the later groups of expatriates and tourists  such as Stein and  Hemingway  or 
even, to use a more recent example, Jim Morrison.

McCullough  hearkens back to the first wave of ordinary Americans who went to study in France such 
subjects as  art, medicine, and education  or  even to go as ordinary tourists.  Included are the well  and 
lesser known  figures of American life like James Fenimore Cooper and family, Samuel F. B. Morse, Emma 
Willard, George Caitlin, Oliver  Wendell Holmes (father of the Supreme Court Justice from  the time of the 
1700s up through  the Gilded Age and to the early  1900s), Mark Twain, Theodore Roosevelt  and family, 
Mary Cassatt, Augustus St-Gaudens, and John Singer Sargent.

Parallel  to this is the growth  of  Paris from  a quasi-medieval  city  to the famed City of  Light, of 
Haussmann’s  boulevards and Eiffel’s  tower, and of the political  change of two monarchies, an empire, and 
two republics and of four expositions showing off human progress.

One would like to see a companion work on  the French  in America  as a number of prominent figures in 
France, from the Marquis de Lafayette on, spent time in the US.

--  Anonymous
#

The Evolutionary Void.  Peter F. Hamilton, 652 pp., Del  Rey, mass market paperback, 
$8.99.

This is the capstone of Hamilton’s Commonwealth  Universe, with  its share of  AIs; aliens; augmented 
humans; plus real villains  (Cat) and real  heroes, however  reluctant, (Araminta); and others in varying 
shades of  grey.  All of  them eventually  grow to “know better”.  It’s a satisfying  blend of hard sf and 
character development with a hint of Stapledonian vistas.

--  Anonymous
#

Cryoburn.  Louis McMaster Bujold, 412 pp., Baen, mass market paperback, $7.99.

Once again  we have a  delightful  journey  in the Miles Vorkosigan  saga.  Saving the Barrayaran Empire 
whilst doing the banana peel two-step has become almost routine.  But for  all  the humour, Bujold does 
treat with the development of technology, cryogenics, in this case.

--  Anonymous
* * *
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* Kritter Korner

Xander:  Origin

It was dark and I was hungry.  Really  hungry.  I had been trapped in this 
dark for  too long, and I was weak from  dehydration.  I had no idea what 
had happened to my siblings  or my mother; all  I knew was that I was 
hungry, weak, and itchy.  I cried incessantly, but there was no response.
Then  suddenly my eyes  stung from a brilliant rush  of daylight; it hurt 
even  though  my eyes were stuck together.  Someone picked me up and 
put me in  a box.  I was being thrown around, and there were many 
strange sounds.  I was being transported.  Where was I being taken? 
The next thing I remember  is a 
kind voice and more movement, 
b u t I w a s i n  a n d o u t o f 
consciousness  too much  to 
understand what was happening 
around me at this point.  Over 

the next few days, I had the gunk 
rubbed out of my eyes and some other gunk rubbed into my  fur 
and was given  a warm soft place to sleep.  It made me stronger 
and less itchy over time.  The voice was always  there as well; 
every  time I cried out, the voice returned and I was fed.  I grew 
stronger and the pieces fell  together  quickly  once my eyes had 
opened.  I had been trapped under that milk crate on a farm, left 
starving  and riddled with fleas.  I was found, taken  to the SPCA, 
and re-homed with  my  new mother, Tori.  She treated me with 
love and fed me with  a dropper whenever  I asked for food, night 
or day, until  I was  healthy.  She saved me.  If she had not found 
her way to me, I would not have lasted another week.

My name is Xander. I am a super-intelligent polydactyl cat.
--  Facebook - Xander ¨Foodhole¨ Harris

Twitter - @foodholeful
www.youtube.com/user/foodholeful

* * *

* Mailing Comments on FAPA #297

General comment:  I plan to let my membership in FAPA lapse when my annual dues come due after  the 
August disty.  If anyone is interested in continuing to receive Feline Mewsings after then, please let me know.

Fantasy  Amateur:  I was shocked to hear  of Bob Sabella’s passing, mostly because it seemed so sudden.  
He was just a few months my junior, such a waste of a talented life.  I’m so glad that he was able to enjoy what 
little time he had after his retirement.

“I realized part of my mind had expected the seasons to have changed in the time I was in 
the theatre.”

Roger Wells (Voice of the Habu, Vol. XIII, No. 4):  Fred Lerner  is probably a better 
authority for  copyright issues, but I recall that anything published in the US had a sort of understood copyright 
before things became more complicated.

Good luck with the Leadership Institute.
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Pat  Virzi (Pint-Size Stories, Iss. 1):  Welcome to FAPA!  I really enjoyed your  zine with all the 
nifty photos.  I must consider going to the balloon festival myself one of these years.

* * *

* Letters to the Editor

The text of letters  received will  be in  brown.  My replies  to the letters will  be enclosed in  double 
parentheses and will  be in  black.  I will also routinely  make editorial  corrections in  punctuation, spelling, 
and the like.  Deadline for next issue is 28 April 2012.

Leslie David, Reston, VA 28 November 2011

Loved Mercury's picture--he is a handsome cat.  I remember when you posted his kitten picture.
 
We have lots of deer here--they've adapted quite nicely  to the 'burbs and are a nuisance.  I have no 
problem with a slab of Bambi on my plate.
 
Alexis Gilliland mentioned our earthquake--quite a surprise for those of us on the East Coast.  We 
evacuated our building--no big deal  since my office is on  the first  floor.  At home only one candlestick 
was knocked over.  Hurricane Irene brought rain, but I didn't lose power.
 
I competed in  the DC Dance Challenge on Oct 9th  at the Spanish Ballroom  at Glen Echo Park in  Md.  I 
didn't do as well  as  I would have liked, but I was competing against a woman who has many more years of 
experience than I do; and frankly  if  I'd been  dancing as long as  she has, I'd expect to be competing  at a 
higher level than  Silver I.  Unfortunately  you can  compete down but not up, so it's kind of like having  a 
ringer--not fair but not against the rules.  
 
I also made the decision to go back to school  to update my professional credentials, so I will  be working on 
a Masters  Certificate in e-Learning at George Mason  University  in January.  The certificate is fifteen hours 
(five classes), and I can fold that into a Masters in  Instructional  Design and Development.  This means no 
more private dance lessons or  competitions until  I finish, since the money  has to go towards tuition and I 
haven't found a  sugar daddy  to pay  for  my dance lessons.  :)  I'm  hoping  to manage my  time effectively 
enough to be able to continue to take group lessons and dance socially.

#

Rita Prince Winston, Venice, CA 30 November 2011

What’s with the cat-less cover and the bullet that defies ballistics?  It has a  little crescent on it, so is this 
some reference to “shoot the moon”?

Your mention of replacing your persimmon  trees  reminds me that I recently  ate a persimmon for the first 
time.  I thought it tasted like a diluted cantaloupe with a  little diluted ginger.  Regina  game it to me from  a 
tree belonging to her aunt in San Francisco when she returned from visiting that aunt.

Amy  muses thish about Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban.  I remember that I loved it, especially 
bu  contrast to Chris Columbus’s two disappointments, which is evidence that the director really is more 
important that the screenwriter.

Pretty King (of the World) Mercury.

What is the lino ***I turned to crime***? 
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((That was a quote from Milt Stevens’s zine, in which  he was talking about his career at the police 
department.))

#

Jeanne Mealy, St. Paul, MN 1 December 2011

Awesome, as always!
#

Brad Foster, Irving, TX 2 December 2011

The 46th  issue of Feline Mewsings  has arrived this week, and happy to see you found an appropriate bit of 
text to put  the Op-era fillo next to.  That was kind of my  hope when  I sent it, since you  did so many opera 
reviews.  Since that was the last  of my  stuff you  had, to keep up my subscription  in  the fannish way, I've 
attached two brand new fresh pieces of weirdness for  your consideration.  Maybe not quite as  text-
relatable as that last one, but still hope they  give you  a  grin, and might find a  home in  a future issue or 
two.

Speaking of getting a  grin, not  sure what the context was for  Steve's cover image, but I grin  each  time I 
glance down and see it, so that is probably enough!

Oh, and this  is  the first time I've noticed in  the colophon  of the issue that you  put these up on the web as 
well.  I keep an on-line listing  of things that have had my  work printed in them, so went and updated the 
entry for Feline Mewsings to reflect the web presence as well.  (If you're curious, it's at http://
www.jabberwockygraphix.com/inprint.f.html)  The list is mainly  for  my own information/reference, but 
have added e-links where I can, hoping it might help as one more source on the web to direct people to 
these things if they stumble across it.

Reading the description of  some of  the 
action in  the Sherlock Holmes show, with 
the Suicide club and cream  pies, I was 
expecting there to be some sort of massive 
pie-fight at the end mentioned.  But since 
seems there was none, I'll  just have to watch 
it in my imagination.

Appreciate your rerunning Amy's reviews.  
Interesting  stuff each  time.  Though in  the 
Harry Potter review, was a  bit of  a  slip.  
Early on she notes that the movie is 
"...assuming viewer knowledge of the 
personalities and events from  the books and 
the earlier  pictures...", but  at the end she 
recommends it as a  good place for  people 
who have not read or  seen any  of  the stuff to 
give it a try.  I know for my own  part I read 
the first book, and saw the first two movies, 
but really  haven't been  grabbed up by it as so 
much of the world has. Still, I can find a few dozen books on my  shelves here that I am amazed with  that 
only a handful of others are, so there is no accounting for my taste.

((I read the Harry  Potter books that were nominated for the Hugo but was not inspired to read the 
others.))

Gorgeous photo of  Mercury on page 10.  Of  course I've always been a sucker  for cats; so unlike my  having 
my fill of Potter for now, I'll always happily look at another cat!

#
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Sheryl Birkhead, Gaithersburg, MD  2-3 December 2011

Beautiful cover by Delphyne Woods [on Feline Mewsings #45].

Fluffy--RIP--he is in ghood company.

I still  have a  “stable”  of  VCRs  and get worried when  one dies.  No one repairs them, and it is difficult to be 
sure new ones can connect to old TVs.  One of my  “newer”  Sony VCRs decided to begin chewing up tapes, 
which  I managed to smooth  out and eject; the “virus” affected a  GE VCR and it began  chewing.  I had two 
old (Salvation  Army) VCRs untested in the closet and dragged them  out.  The most amusing thing is that 
they are so old I cannot find input a  date later  than 1999.  I just picked a year that had the days of the 
week corresponding  to the month/day.  Then I found out that apparently the older the VCR the greater 
the number of  functions controlled only by the original  remote.  I now own original  remotes for the two 
oldies.  I have three months of stuff, about fifty tapes, sitting  on the desk since I don’t actually watch; I 
tape and intend to watch.  Eventually the VCRs will  all  die; but I suspect the bottleneck may be finding 
new tape for recording, already very difficult to locate locally.

Cowboys and Aliens is on my Netflix list; yeah, I’ll see it RSN.

I read, or skimmed as  it got a  bit beyond me, the math--some of it very interesting--have thought about 
primes and series since, well, my college minor was math.

“Kritter  Korner”--have you  seen the U-Tube video of kittens versus apples on the bed--mighty hunter--
and really has it in for the fruit?!!

I started using Pages of necessity and still  can’t  do much  right.  It  would help if  I used it frequently, but I 
have to learn anew each time.

Lloyd, out of curiosity, what are the main chain restaurants in your neck of the woods?

I hope all the trips you have planned for next year materialize.
#

Bob Jennings, 26 Whiting Rd, Oxford, MA  01540-2035 3 December 2011

Received Feline Mewsings #46 a few days ago, which I read promptly and generally enjoyed. 
 
I read your domestic natter with  a  wandering  attention  span  until  I got to your  comments about buying 
another new refrigerator, your fifth, apparently.  Or is it the sixth?  I’m trying to picture this, a house with 
five or  six refrigerators, including one in  the pet room.  That’s the one used to keep the kitty’s yak milk 
cream  cool and the fresh filets of mouse meat preserved for those Saturday  Nite feline soirées, right?  And 
now you have a new machine for the garage, which, if  I read this correctly, means you  have two 
refrigerators in  the garage, with the new one to be used exclusively  for flower bulbs and other 
horticultural  material.  Orchids perhaps?  I used to read those Nero Wolfe mystery novels so I know you 
need a  few refrigerators around to preserve orchid blooms, but I never  knew you  were into rare orchid 
growing.

((We have three refrigerators total.  The first one is the one in the kitchen.  The second one is a  motel-
sized one in the pet room.  The last one is a regular refrigerator on the small side in the garage.

((The pet refrigerator  is for the opened cans of  food and occasional  medications.  Before I got the fridge 
for  the garage, I also had the flower  bulbs and a  bunch of gel packs in  there.  The flower bulbs are daffodils 
and irises.  I think now I have a  few lily  bulbs as  well.  I can’t plant them during winter, so they will  have to 
wait until April.))

A  lot of  us  collect science fiction  magazines and comic books; Ned Brooks  collects old typewriters; I have 
friends who collect silent movies on  16mm  film  and another  friend who collects pre-1963 Peruvian  gold 
coins; but I must admit this is the first time I’ve encountered somebody that collects working 
refrigerators.  Kind of a bulky collectable, wouldn’t  you  say?  How big  a domicile do you  have anyway?  
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The electric bill  for all  those fridge units  must be pretty steep.  This  opens up whole new vistas of  esoteric 
fannish living habits.
 
((Our  house is a  little over  3000 square feet in size, not counting the garage and garden shed.  We have 
solar power, so running refrigerators during the daytime doesn’t really  cost anything extra.))

Your brief review of Sherlock Holmes  and the Adventure  of the  Suicide  Club made the play sound very 
interesting.  Is  the script for  this pastiche posted on-line anywhere?  In the past fifteen years or  so, there 
has been  an absolute explosion  of new Sherlock Holmes  material now that the character is definitely  in 
the public domain.  Unfortunately  a  lot of  these things are rather weak, and a fair amount are just awful, 
so I’m  always interested when  someone finds a new SH story  that actually holds up well  in  comparison  to 
the original core stories.  Was this an original play or a play adapted from someone’s new prose story?
 
((I know little more than  I wrote previously about the play, but I just noted that it has been nominated for 
an Edgar.))

Your review about the tragic endings of  the two amateur operas you saw reminded me that, so far as I can 
tell, almost all  operas end badly.  There are a  few comedic operas, but the overwhelming  bulk of operas 
past and present are concerned with tragedies  of  life:  doomed love, revenge, wrath  of the gods, human 
frailties and failures, not to say  the absolutely  indifference of  the world at large to the individual’s  plight 
no matter how worthy that individual  might be.  Of course it might also be said that a pretty good number 
of opera lovers don’t pay any attention to the stories at all; they’re only interested in the music.

I’m not much  of an  opera fan.  I like a lot of the music, but the problem  for  me is that every  line of an 
opera is sung.  I prefer operettas, where the words of the plot are spoken and the players burst into song 
every  now and then.  This makes for a much more satisfying listening experience and also allows the 
writers an opportunity  to present something resembling a coherent (and understandable) story  line.  I’m 
not sure what the state of operas is these days.  My  understanding is that although plenty  of new operas 
are being written, almost none of  them actually  get performed.  Opera  companies both  amateur and 
professional prefer to present and re-present the same old established classics.  I suppose that’s a  plus 
from  management’s view, since the company  doesn’t  have to spring  for brand new sets and backdrops, but 
it seems to be pretty self limiting in the long run.  Without new and interesting material  coming into the 
theatres, how will opera as a genre be able to attract new theatre goers or hold the interest of older ones?
 
((The Arizona Opera Company  is a professional  group.  New operas do see the light of day from  time to 
time.  Usually  a  well-established company, such as the Met, will  do one new opera  each season.  The LA 
Opera, which  I used to attend when I lived in  the area, did an occasional  new opera.  It’s a  gamble, 
because they don’t know what the audience reaction will  be.  As for set design, even old operas  get new 
productions from time to time.))

I pretty  much  skipped with the lightest of  scans Amy’s review of the Harry  Potter movie.  My interest  in 
Harry Potter anything is pretty  much  minimal, and yet  another review of  one of  the movies is something I 
can do without.  I’ll rejoin her next issue when she hopefully moves beyond the Harry Potter phenom.
 
And having learned my  lesson last issue, I skipped Jonathan Von Post’s math  article.  As I’ve said before, 
math makes my head hurt.  I’m glad there are people out there who have an interest  in  the stuff and 
actually understand articles such as this, but I am not one of those folks.
 
Interesting  photo of your  cat  Mercury  on his sky platform.  Isn’t that a  pretty small perch  for such a big 
cat?
 
I noted your approach to the letter column with deep suspicion.  Reader comments  are in  dark brown, 
while the editorial replies are in  crisp authoritarian black?  What are you  trying to tell  us in  your not-so-
subtle way?  Is  your opinion of reader  comments so low that they are deemed to automatically be on  that 
famous dark brown  list?  I don’t think that’s going to encourage a  lot of new reader  comments.  Or maybe 
it will.  There might be a wave of objections from people who notice this.
 
((No one has previously commented on my  colour choices for the letters.  I just wanted to distinguish the 
letters from my own writing.))
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I have a  lot of rabbits who graze in  my  yard during the spring and summer.  They love dandelion  stalks, 
which  is fine with me; I wish they would gobble up all  those things.  The rabbits I manage to see are big, 
fat brown  ones with  white outlines around their eyes.  They  don’t mind if I say  hello to them, but they 
don’t want me to get too close.  It’s  amazing to me that  the rabbits continue to visit since my  yard has also 
become a  travel  road for  about six or seven neighbourhood cats, who are presumably  prowling the 
landscape looking for that mid nap snack of fresh mouse morsels.

I did witness  a potential  confrontation  between one of the cats  and a large rabbit.  I was afraid this was 
going to end badly for  Mr. Flopsy; but as a  matter  of fact, the rabbit had no trouble with  the cat at  all.  
Whenever the cat  tried to spring, the rabbit  just hopped away, taking either short or long  bounds, 
whatever it took  to keep out of reach  of the cat, who became increasingly frustrated and irate.  This led to 
even  more erratic attacks, none of  which  phased the rabbit  at all.  Finally  the rabbit finished his meal of 
dandelions; and after  looking  over  at the cat seething five or so feet away, hoped off into the woods.  The 
cat  just shook himself and walked off  the other  way.  It was amusing while it lasted, but I suspect that just 
as often the cat comes up the winner in these encounters.
 
I again deplore your  failure to print the addresses of your  letter  writers.   Again I mention that the purpose 
of SF fandom is to foster  communication among like-minded individuals, and providing a simple mailing 
address is  not an  intrusion  of  anybody’s privacy nor is  it likely to result in  identity theft or  any other of the 
horrific  disasters some people seem to live in fear of these days.  In  my opinion paranoia ill  becomes 
anyone.  If someone is  really  that afraid of the outside world s/he might as well  curl up in  a ball  and live 
inside a cave.  The world is full  of  human  beings  and interacting  with  other human beings is what  this 
hobby is all  about.  Please do continue to use my  name with full  address if  you ever run any of  my LOC 
comments.
 
You  say your  are going to do little travelling before next issue.  I’m all for that.  I hate travelling, and doing 
as little of it as possible is exactly the way I like it.  Looking forward to the next issue.

#

Taral Wayne, Toronto, ON 3 December 2011

I had actually  looked at  a download of your zine a couple of days before one turned up in  my mailbox.  I 
will  doubtless need a  few days to come up 
with  something, so give me a bit  of time to 
think about contributing.  How do you  feel 
about older  pieces for reprinting?  One of  my 
long-term projects is  to revise most of my old 
fan writing into a  digital  format -- usually 
quite a bit gets changed along the way.
 
((Reprints are fine.  A lot of  fans have never 
seen a lot  of  articles and art printed in  other 
fanzines.))

I used to have a few plush skunks around, 
along with  some other toys.  I have one hand 
puppet still  and a  skunk Beanie Baby -- the 
rest I mostly gave to a friend of mine who 
also collected skunks.  Real  ones  as well as 
toys and dolls.  That was before he turned 
out to be something of a  skunk himself... oh 

well.  We used to go out late at night to observe "wild" critters in  their natural habitat... garbage pails and 
back yards.  They  seemed to be pretty  used to us, and there were some awful close encounters.  I was on 
hand when my ex-friend caught his first baby skunk to raise.  The camera  bag we shoved him in  was  never 
fit for  use again...  Somehow the skunks suited the guy.  They weren't too sociable, and neither was he.  
I've met sociable skunks, but  he didn't  raise them  to be comfortable around other people -- I think he 
preferred it that they  only  trusted him.  That first one we caught had to stay in  my bathroom a couple of 
days to avoid being seen by a landlord -- and he had grown  up to be a miserable cuss who hissed at me 
whenever I was in the bathroom.  Again, sort of like my "friend... "
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I just  like drawing them.  I wouldn't choose one for a  house pet.  My  mother's  ferrets were bad enough  for 
filling the house up with a musty, fruity odour.
 
((If you  go to my web site, you can  see photos of my skunk collections.  Most are plush; but I have some 
ceramic, some jewellery, and some miscellaneous.))

#

Ed Meskys, Moultonboro, NH 5 December 2011

Just finished the newest ish.  Found Robert  Jennings's comments on  copyright quite interesting.   
Corporate interests keep extending the period of copyright to protect their  properties.  I understand it was 
at the behest of the Disney corporation that the period was extended to seventy-five years, because their 
earliest appearances of Mickey Mouse were about to go into public domain.  While the original  cartoons 
and comic books will  eventually  run out (unless Bob is right about corporations being immortal  and 
copyright  remaining valid to seventy-five years after death), the characters are trademarked and cannot 
be used in new ways without permission.  I am  not exactly gruntled about the Supreme Court's decision 
that corporations are people and have the same free speech rights as living people.
 
I first discovered Gilbert & Sullivan through Ron Ellik, and that interest eventually broadened to opera in 
general.  I saw Cavalleria and Pagliacci at the San  Francisco opera in  the early ‘60s but have little 
memory  of it.  I have not been  to a live opera  performance since I saw the (NY) City  Opera  production  of 
Marriage  of Figaro  in English.  Three years  earlier I had seen  the Met do two Wagner's, Fliegende 
Hollander and Die  Walkure, and the City Opera  production of Menotti's The  Council and Prokofiev's  Love 
for Three  Oranges  done in English. Since I lost my  sight in  1971 and could not follow libretti or 
supertitles, I have not gone to any  performance.  Last year I did see a  shortened children's  version of The 
Barber of Seville  in  English, but that is it.  The local radio station that used to do the Met broadcasts 
switched to "light rock", and I lost that source.

#

Murray Moore, Mississauga, ON 18 December 2011

I thought I was seeing a live animal in the photo printed on the cover of issue 43, but I otter know better.

Wow you wore out your 2002 Prius's battery.  Our  2004 model's battery  continues to work.  The only 
component that has failed was the (can't-think-of-the-official-name) touch screen  in  the middle of  the 
dashboard.  Toyota/the dealership replaced it at no charge to us.

How much  did you  pay for the new battery?  When  we bought our Prius, I presumed that  the battery 
would last long  enough that when it ceased to function  the price of a  replacement would have dropped. 
Still, cheaper to buy an expensive battery than to buy a car.

((We paid about $3000 for the replacement battery.  I’ve heard it used to cost a lot more.))

I admire your honesty.  “Like most operas the story  is pretty stupid...”  The name of these Turandot 
characters caught my attention--Ping, Pang, and Pong.  I as  a rule avoid musicals, but  this  year we 
attended a performance at the Stratford Shakespeare Festival  of  Camelot.  A  few years earlier we saw A 
Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum.  This coming  year, we have tickets for a Gilbert & 
Sullivan’s The Pirates of Penzance.

((I envy you your closeness to Stratford.))

I am  not a modern  guy. In  Jonathan's “Science Corner” where I read “when  artists  used enhanced 
software,” I think of  the disappearance of hand-made pictures, of the use by this  century's  artists and by 
some of the previous  century's artists, of software programs, with  the result that a majority  of art in  the 
annual  Spectrum collection  is wholly  or partly digital.  Some of  the images are so perfect that I could 
believe that they were produced by an AI.  But that's my objection to digital art; digital art is not real.

I stopped reading Jonathan's “Science Corner” before reaching the bottom of that page.

I Googled, curious, Tuscon 38--nothing found for Tuscon 39.
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((Best to look up just Tuscon.  That should take you  to the BASFA  page, where the latest information will 
be.  They don’t usually post for the upcoming con until early in the year.))

Multiple comments about pets and radiation and surgery.  Do pet owners nowadays buy pet insurance?  
How else can owning an unhealthy  pet be affordable?  Cost is another reason why we won't have another 
pet.  Our last cat died abruptly, of  flesh  eating disease. The two cats we had in succession  became my cats; 
because I provided food and water, cleaned and changed the litter, and paid the most  attention.  But I 
don't want to be owned by a cat.

((The last time I looked into pet insurance, it didn’t sound cost effective.  It can  be very  expensive if  your 
pet becomes ill, and many people just euthanize them at the point.))

You  can tell  Mike that I am impressed by his photos  of  wildlife, the birds, and the coyote, and that you 
have such wildlife where you live.

I was able to read the last four pages in 10 seconds.
#

Murray Moore, Mississauga, ON 18 December 2011

You  say that standing ovations were accorded three of your four “Local  Outings” performances.  I attend a 
lot of  live theatre in Toronto and standing ovations are not freely  given.  But a performance has to be 
really  uninspiring  for the audience not to clap long  enough that the cast does not return  for an  encore 
bow.

((In my opinion  the Tucson  audience tends to give out standing  ovations too freely, especially  at the 
opera, where I haven’t been  completely pleased with 
this season’s performances so far.))

I have requested from  our  library the DVD set of the 
British TV series McCallum, thanks to Amy's review of 
Richard Moore's  Boneyard.  Instead of Boneyard by 
Richard Moore in the online catalogue, I found actor 
Richard Moore in  the cast of the TV series  McCallum, 
headlined by John Hannah.

The public library:  one of the great inventions of 
civilization, supported by  U.S. robber baron  Andrew 
Carnegie.  In Canada  125 Carnegie libraries were 
opened between  1903 and 1922, including  -wow- the 
library in the village of Norwich, my home er town.

Who is Jonathan Vos Post's “famous science fiction 
book editor?”   I thought I knew the names of  all of that 
class of editor.

I stopped reading  about primes a couple of paragraphs 
later.  Getting through this issue is easy!

A  breakfast and brunch  place in Sedona with  a  Chihuly 
sculpture as decoration!  A  vanished gallery  in 
Toronto's Distillery  District  carried Chihuly's  amazing 
works in glass.  I liked looking at them, but I could buy 
a new car for the price of a Chihuly.  Which  is the 
reason  I am  impressed that a  breakfast and brunch 
place has a Chihuly in its  dining  room:  business must 
be very very good.

We would have driven  through  Montana  to Reno for 
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Worldcon  this year but for  Mary Ellen's  physiotherapist, who said a  too-long road trip would be bad for 
Mary Ellen's back.  Instead we flew to Vancouver for a family  event.  In our rental  car we explored the top 
of Vancouver  Island, Vancouver, then  made our way  via  Kamloops and Jasper to Alberta.  In Alberta  we 
stayed in Edmonton (two nights), Drumheller (two nights), and Calgary  (four  nights, two of which we 
spent attending  the new literary convention  When Words Collide).  We flew Calgary  – Reno and Reno – 
home.

Mary Ellen  and I are outliers when it comes to pets. You visited a couple with  six  cats and a couple with 
four dogs.  You  stayed at a  Best Western  more than  once on your Yellowstone trip.  Last August in  B.C. 
and Alberta, we stayed mostly at Best Westerns, often  enough  to earn a voucher for a free night.  We are 
using the voucher when we drive to Troy, Michigan, in January to attend Confusion.

I have been looking at the iPad in  our nearby  Apple store.  Laurraine you will  find the iPad excellent as 
hardware through which to read e-zines.

((Yes, I’ve been doing some of that.))

I am reminded by reading Rodney  Leighton's LoCs that if ever we are in  Nova Scotia, I will  try to visit him.  
Fair warning! Rodney.

#

Murray Moore, Mississauga, ON 18 December 2011

I have received the black patch of fandom, the dreaded red checkmark in the “If this box is checked” line.

I did announce in  January of 2011 that I would write a  letter  of  comment on  every  paper  fanzine I received 
in 2011--true.

But I did not say that I would write those LoCs in 2011.  I appeal  to the lawyers in your audience, the two 
of whom  I am aware, Henry  Welch and John Hertz.  I seek an injunction, for  the defendant (that is, me) to 
continue receiving Feline Mewsings until this issue is adjudicated.  I agree to binding arbitration.

Have I missed a photo of you bouncing on your Swopper?

((No I haven’t had a photo taken but I suppose I could.))

You  need satellite reception where you  live.  We cancelled our cable TV  subscription  and bought the 
modern  version  of  the old-time aerial.  It is attached to our chimney.  We get all  nearly  all  of the 
broadcasters in  Toronto and Buffalo, nearly all  in  uncompressed HD.  And it’s free, after the time when 
cancelled cable TV  bills equals cost of labour  and materials to switch.  And we had to buy an  over-the-air-
only signal  DVR.  Mary  Ellen went through  withdrawal, missing  HGTV; but she has her important 
program, uninterrupted viewing of Coronation Street.

((Between the mountainous terrain and being far  from Phoenix, whose signals would probably  be the only 
ones we could get, I have no idea what kind of TV  reception we could get with  only an  antenna.  I’m not in 
the mood to find out right now.))

Luck on continuing to receive art from those Rotsler Award winners Gilliland and Foster.
#

Lloyd Penney, Etobicoke, ON 22 December 2011

Thank you for another Feline Mewsings, issue 46 this time.  We are a little chilly  here, but there is no 
snow on the ground.  Looks like we will have a  green Christmas, and that’s  just fine with  me.  The tree is 
up, the presents are purchased and wrapped, and we are just waiting for  the big day.  Time for  a  few 
comments.
 
We used to have small  potted cacti  at home.  Getting  them to flower  was difficult but rewarding when  they 
did.  That was when we had the time to look after  plants...unfortunately, these days, we don’t, and I wish 
we did.  I always enjoyed the plants we had.
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((I don’t spend a  lot of  time looking  after my potted plants--just water them from  time to time and move 
them inside when freezing weather threatens.))

She won’t see this until  after the presents are opened, but I did get Yvonne for Christmas the two parts of 
the final  book/movie, Harry Potter and the  Deathly Hallows.  For some reason  I didn’t see anywhere, in 
stores or on-line a package set of  both  parts, so the two movies were purchased separately  in two different 
stores.  She’s now got the complete set.  (Part 1  should be renamed Harry Potter and the  Never-Ending 
Camping Trip.)
 
You’ve got quite the collection of critters that come to visit.  When Yvonne lived in  Arizona many  years 
ago, she rode a bicycle to many places and would often find roadrunners running  alongside the bicycle, 
keeping pace.  Meep meep!
 
Mailing comments...it is  still  a  shock that we’ve lost bob Sabella.  Not being a member  of FAPA, I didn’t 
know who the current OE was, and unfortunately, I now know who it was.
 
((I’m  sure Bob Sabella’s untimely  passing  was a shock to just about everybody.  I had hoped to meet him 
in person this year.))

The LoCcol...not only  have we lost Bob but  also his fine zine Visions of Paradise. E-Ditto  and eI are also 
winding up.  So many titles gone, but I am sure other zines will arrive to fill in the gaps left.
 
Bob Jennings is exactly  right when it comes to US restaurants failing  in Canada.  They failed to do any 
kind of market research  as to Canadian tastes and desires, and they simply  entered the market with their 
American menu.  He’s also right when it comes to geography.  In  terms of  square miles, Canada is larger 
than the US; only Russia is larger.  Ontario is larger than Texas, and I could travel for a day or more going 
north  and west before hitting the border with Manitoba.  Our  population is  about one-tenth  that of the 
US, and the majority  of it is situated very  close to the US-Canada border.  There are a  number of Canadian 
companies that are making steady inroads into the American market through market research  and slow 
growth; the first one I can think of is the Tim Horton’s coffee chain.
 
My LoC...I did find a little work at an  advertising agency  downtown that is doing a data  cleanse and 
migration  of documents to a  new website.  Five days in  and already it’s  been suspended, because the 
agency’s client is having cold feet about a website migration.  There are times I feel I can’t buy a break.
 
((I’m sorry to hear it.  I hope your employment picture has improved since then.))

I found out that of  all the world’s major cities, there are more condominium projects being built in 
Toronto than anywhere else.  I am not sure why this  is, but there are more than sixty  condo projects on 
the go, rapidly  tearing  down  old building  to make new, or in  many  cases, turning  a place you  wouldn’t 
want to live in into a place you can’t afford to live in.
 
Yvonne and I wish  you  and Mike the best holidays, and may we get what we want and need in 2012.  See 
you next issue!

#

Henry “Knarley” Welch, Los Gatos, CA 3 January 2012

Thanks for the latest issue of Feline Mewsings.

Beautiful picture of the cactus bloom.

RE your  response to Bob Jennings - I print the LoCcer's full  address even though  I post issues to the 
internet.  I do, however, have an opt-out policy; and so far only  one person has asked NOT to have his 
address published in the internet version.

#
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Amy Harlib, New York, NY 28 January 2012

How have your cats  been  post-Fluffy?  Fiona (see photo) really misses Shanedy  and has  become much 
more clingy and demanding of attention, which is  great when I’m  home, but leaves her very  lonely  when  I 
must spend long hours out and about.  I so wish I could have more than one cat, but I just can’t afford the 
vet bills for more than a single kitty.
 
((We only  have one remaining  cat.  He meows a lot more than 
before and seems to be looking  for Fluffy all  over the house.  
Financial cost is certainly  one consideration when making 
decisions  about adopting pets.  Emotional  cost is also something 
to be considered.  We’re planning quite a  bit of  travelling this 
year.  If  at the end of the year, Mercury  still  seems to want a 
companion, I may consider it.))

Here in NYC, I’ve been  enjoying many operas and ballets  in the 
cinema at ticket prices I can  afford.  I love seeing these 
productions on  film.  I get close ups, medium  shots, and camera 
angles impossible when  stuck in  a  seat at a  live performance 
usually  with somebody’s  big  head blocking most of  the view!  
Recently I’ve adored Met Opera in  HD productions of  Enchanted 
Island, an awesome Baroque mash-up of period composers  with 
a Tempest and Midsummer Night’s Dream inspired libretto and 
the most gorgeous costumes and staging imaginable!  I also saw 
fabulous productions of Donizetti’s  Anna Bolena, Mozart’s Don 
Giovanni, Glass’s Satyagraha (about Ghandi’s  awakening and 
enlightenment in South  Africa), Gounod’s  Faust, Handel’s 
Rodelinda, and Wagner’s Siegfried.  It was also a treat to see in 
movie theatres Royal Opera from London  – Massenet’s 
Cendrillon; The Bolshoi  Ballet’s Esmeralda, Sleeping Beauty, and The  Nutcracker; and the NYC Ballet 
broadcast their  Nutcracker to movie theaters  too!  The Bolshoi version has  very few children  in it  and lots 
more dancing, but both versions are dazzling.
 
((Many  of the operas and ballets  you saw at the cinema are shown on PBS here.  Our 54” HDTV is good 
enough  for me, and I don’t wish to pay to see them.  Plus watching at home, I can  always  pause them if I 
want to take a break.))

As for  regular  films, I loved Hugo, The  Artist, War Horse,  Adventures of Tin Tin, The  Muppets, Puss in 
Boots, the new Conan with Jason  Momoa, The  Immortals, the IFC Center’s Hayao Miyazaki Retrospective 
where I loved my favourite classic anime features all  over  again, the dance documentary  Pina, and the 
limited distribution Dutch fantasy film Miss Minoes.
 
((I’ll  catch up with most of those movies when they appear on the cable channels.  I wouldn't have 
expected to be interested in a Conan movie, but I like Jason Momoa.))

In  Feline  Mewsings  #46, “Jonathan’s Science Corner” went way over my head although I think it had 
something to do with finding ways to get Oracle Machines to encrypt data securely or some such.
 
Loved all the photos!
 
I continue to struggle to find a regular  substantial gig  and fail, and I perform in  lots of scatter shot events 
here and there and that keeps me going.  I find myself  performing  more and more with  bands  and 
musicians.  The variety shows are so few I’d really go nuts waiting for those alone to come along.
 
 
YOGAMERICAN!  Stars and Stripes and Stretch, Flexible For Freedom, Limber  For Liberty  - Yoga 
Contortion Dance for  the USO, was  a  rousing success, in  'The Catch', A  Book Club Burlesque Inspired by 
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'Catch-22', Tues. Nov. 8th, 8 PM, Parkside Lounge, 317 E. Houston St., NYC.  https://www.facebook.com/
event.php?eid=268183096555063
 
Yoga  Contortion  Dance Jam with the live guitar and electronic keyboard music of Cosmal  delighted the 
crowd, in Digital  Campfire, Fri. Nov. 11, 8 PM, 623 Broadway, NYC    https://www.facebook.com/
event.php?eid=102440506505601, http://www.digitalmovement.net/
 
YOGAMERICAN!  Stars and Stripes and Stretch, Flexible For  Freedom, Limber For Liberty was  a 
sensation, in  7 Minutes to SHINE! Monthly  Performance Series, Wed. Nov. 16, 9:00 PM, Dixon Place, 
161a Chrystie St., NYC.  https://www.facebook.com/event.php?eid=134675623306524
 
Contortion Dance Jam: Stretching  All  At Sea, Bendy  Over the Bounding Waves! with the live guitar and 
electronic keyboard music of  Cosmal  was  a real crowd-pleaser, in  Psychedelic Pirate Party!  Thurs. Nov. 
17, 8 PM, Blue Parrot Lounge, 5460 Merrick Rd., Massapequa, Long  Island, NY.  https://
www.facebook.com/event.php?eid=220394308023250,  http://blueparrotmusic.com/index.html
 
Yoga  Contortion  Dance Jam with the live guitar and song stylings  of ReW STaRR, Special  Guests with 
Tiffinni Saint Ranae - was a hit -  Mon. Nov. 21, 8:45 PM, Sullivan Hall, 214 Sullivan  ST., NYC.  http://
w w w . t i c k e t w e b . c o m / t 3 / s a l e / S a l e E v e n t D e t a i l ?
dispatch=loadSelectionData&eventId=4083885&pl=cegsullivan
 
Yoga  Contortion  Dance Jam  with  ReW STaRR's live guitar and song  stylings, rocked out in  Go Girls Music 
Fest 2011  - NYC!  Thurs. Dec. 1, 7  PM (my  performance at 11:15 PM), Otto's Shrunken Head, 534 E. 14th 
St., NYC.  https://www.facebook.com/events/159304944164924/
 
Yoga  Cougarrr  was a real  crowd-pleaser, in Crashbox Theater  Company Gala  : Dames and Dandies, Sat. 
Dec. 3rd, 8 PM, Greenspaces, Salon  Eco, 394 Broadway, 5th floor, between Walker  and White Streets, 
NYC. https://www.facebook.com/events/242778099116161/
 

Satanic Stretch!  Creepy  Contortion!  Frighteningly Flexible! was a 
sensation, in Happy Hellidays!  Tues. Dec. 6th, 7  PM, Parkside Lounge, 
317  E. Houston St., NYC.  https://www.facebook.com/events/
267003290017706/
 
Yoga  Contortion  Dance Jam  with  ReW StaRR and The ReWd OneZ 
rocked out, in  ReWz Rezidency, Sat. Dec. 10th, 7:30 PM, Otto's Shrunken 
Head, 534 E. 114th St., NYC.  https://www.facebook.com/rew.starr#!/
events/193364660750110/
 
Yoga  Contortion  Dance Jam  with  ReW StaRR and The ReWd OneZ 
rocked out again, in Girls Rock, Girls Rule 10th Anniversary  Show, Sat. 
Dec. 10th, 10:40 PM, Parkside Lounge, 317 E. Houston  St., NYC.   https://
w w w . f a c e b o o k . c o m / g i r l s r o c k g i r l s r u l e ? s k = w a l l # ! / e v e n t s /
256173771112962/
 
Yoga  Yenta's Yuletide Yiddishe Yoga (Seasonal  Special!) was a  joyous 
success, in Peace On Earth Holiday Party, Sun. Dec. 11th, 6 PM, NOLA 
Studios, 244 West 54th  St., 11th Fl., Studio C, NYC.   https://
www.facebook.com/groups/93263831889/?ref=ts#!/events/

177298445697318/
 
Yoga  Yenta's Yuletide Yiddishe Yoga  (Seasonal  Special!) did indeed shine brightly, in  7  Minutes to Shine: 
Monthly  Talent Showcase, Wed. Dec. 14th, 9 PM, Dixon Place, 161a  Chrystie St., NYC. https://
www.facebook.com/events/314331455251404/
 
Yoga  Yenta's Yuletide Yiddishe Yoga (Seasonal  Special!) delighted the audience, in  Holiday Circus 
Spectacular, Fri. Dec. 16th, 8 PM, Big Sky Works, 29 Wythe Ave., Brooklyn, NY.   http://us2.campaign-
archive1.com/?u=de1b08950665a470854fee28d&id=23f10f2acb , http://www.circusnyc.com/items/
Holiday_Circus_Spectacular_Dec_16
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Yoga  Yenta's Yuletide Yiddishe Yoga  (Seasonal  Special!) was a  fun crowd pleaser, in  Darkwave Burlesque 
Presents: Black Christmas, Sat. Dec. 17th, 10:30 PM, The Greenpoint  Gallery, 390 McGuiness  Blvd., 
Brooklyn, NY.    https://www.facebook.com/events/154588491307340/
 
Yoga  Contortion Dance Jam  with the live music of God's Illa  Mutual  Band, rocked out and the audience 
loved it, in  Bushwick MASH-UP Presents: And the Night B4 the Night B4 Christmas!  Fri. Dec. 23rd, 8 
PM, Don Pedro Bar Lounge, 90 Manhattan  Ave., Brooklyn, NY.   https://www.facebook.com/events/
130110113767516/
 
Yoga  Contortion  Dance Jam  with  the live music of  The ReWD OneZ rocked out in  ReWD OneZ/Subject of 
the Question/Perverted Hymns/God is Dead, Wed. Dec. 28th, 8 PM, Local  269, 269 E. Houston St., NYC.   
https://www.facebook.com/events/217426931666475/
 
Yoga  Yenta's  Yuletide Yiddishe Yoga (Seasonal Special!) was a  smash, in  BRRRlesque, Fri. Dec. 30th, 9 
PM, Bar  Matchless, 557 Manhattan  Ave., Brooklyn, NY.  https://www.facebook.com/events/
212090132198558/,  http://www.barmatchless.com/
events.html
 
Yoga  Contortion Dance Jam with  live music of  The 
SpeedBender  and The Keeper of Time, rocked out, 
ringing in the New Year, in Waiting  For Bobby 
Presents: New Year’s Eve Masquerade!  Sat. Dec. 31st, 
9 PM (my performance at 11  PM), The Delancey, 168 
Delancey  St., NYC.   https://www.facebook.com/
events/285553304815441/
 
YOGAMERICAN!  Stars and Stripes and Stretch, 
Flexible For Freedom, Limber For  Liberty, Performing 
For Peace was a  rousing success, in  The Bindlestiff 
Family  Cirkus  Open Stage Variety  Show, Mon. Jan. 2, 
8 PM, Dixon Place, 161a Chrystie St., NYC. https://
www.facebook.com/events/268132536566787/ ,   
h t t p : / / w w w . c i r c u s n y c . c o m / i t e m s /
Bindlestiff_Open_Stage_Variety_Show
 
Yoga  Contortion Dance Jam  with the live music of The 
ReWD OneZ, rocked out in ReWZ Residency, Sat. Jan. 
14th, 7:30 PM, Otto’s Shrunken Head, 538 E. 14th St., 
NYC.   https://www.facebook.com/events/
327106753974871/
 
YOGAMERICAN!  Stars and Stripes and Stretch, 
Flexible For Freedom, Limber For  Liberty, Performing 
For Peace was a smash! in The Sky  Box POLITICAL 
Aerial  and Variety Show, Thurs. Jan.19th, 9 PM, House 
of Yes, 342 Maujer  St., Brooklyn, NY.   https://
www.facebook.com/events/145902542188694/
 
Yoga  Contortion Dance Jam  with the live music of the band Subject of the Question  rocked out, Sat. Jan. 
21st, 10:15 PM, Desmond’s Tavern, 433 Park Ave. So., NYC.  https://www.facebook.com/alison.mazer#!/
events/351544668204573/
 
YOGAMERICAN!  Stars and Stripes and Stretch, Flexible For  Freedom, Limber  For Liberty, Performing 
For Peace delighted the crowd, in DEBAUCHERY  TAKES ON  2012, Wed. Jan. 25th, 9 PM, Teneleven, 171 
Ave. C ( bet. 10th and 11th St.), NYC.  https://www.facebook.com/events/291338677586994/
 
Yoga  Contortion  Dance Jam  with the live music of ReW StaRR rocked out with ReW and WhO at Smith's, 
Thurs. Jan. 26th, 10 PM, Smith's  Tavern, 440 5th  Ave. at 9th  St., Brooklyn, NY.  https://
www.facebook.com/rew.starr#!/events/290657634317408/
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The Amazing Amy can be seen in these forthcoming shows:
 
Yoga  Contortion  Dance Jam with the live music of Rew and The ReWD OneZ perform  in Jerry  Adams 
Donnie Tranchina  and Rock Show Magazine presents a BIRTHDAY  BASH, Tues. Jan. 31st, show starts at 
6:30 PM, The ReWD OneZ at 8:30 PM, Sullivan Hall, 214 Sullivan St., NYC.  https://www.facebook.com/
events/162471107182276/ ,  https://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Rewd-Onez/104523166275544 ,  
h t t p : / / w w w . t i c k e t w e b . c o m / t 3 / s a l e / S a l e E v e n t D e t a i l ?
dispatch=loadSelectionData&eventId=4094385&pl=cegsullivan

#

I also heard from:  Steven Silver
* * *

* Closing Remarks
Before my  next issue, we have a  three week road trip, the central  focus of which is a wedding in  NYC.  

We’ll  be making stops along the way to visit some people, a  few of those people I haven’t seen in decades 
and Mike has never met.  There will be a little bit of sightseeing as  well.  I hope to report on  all that next 
time.

   Laurraine
    11 February 2012
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